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WARRANTY 

We warrant that the pump supplied by us is free from 
defective material and faulty workmanship. This 

warranty holds good for a period of 12 months from the 
date of commissioning of the equipment or 18 months 
from the date of despatch from our factory, whichever 

is earlier. 

Our liability in respect of any complaint is limited to 
replacing part/parts free of charge ex-works or repairs 
of the defective part/parts only to the extent that such 
replacement / repairs are attributable to or arise solely 

from faulty workmanship or defective material. 

We warrant the materials for the chemical composition 
and mechanical properties of the relevant standard only 

and not for corrosion and erosion. 

The warranty holds good only for the products 
manufactured by us. 
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VERY VERY IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS.  
 
 

Since many times it is difficult to go through the entire manual. We are giving very very important points to be 
considered before running the pump. If the points given below are not properly followed (apart from other points) 
the pump will get damaged resulting failure of the equipment.  

1. Check the oil level before running the pump. Since the pump is provided with screwed on impeller check 
direction of rotation of Motor before coupling with the pump.  

2. Sealing water connection to be given for both inlets of Stuffing Box. This will improve the gland housing life 
and shaft sleeve components.  

3. If in the event of slurry is seen coming out of stuffing box stop the pump and check the sealing water line.  

4. The Rubber Gasket provided in the front door are very very important. Whenever pump is dismantled 
reassembled change this again.  This avoids recirculation and hence improves the life of above components. 
This outer casing should only contain static liquid.  

5. Totally 5 mm clearance is given to the Impeller adjustment, 2.5 clearances is to be maintained on both sides. 
If during initial trial running rubbing take place increase the clearance with a gasket of 1.5 mm.  

6. Whenever pump is dismantled or reassembled all the '0' rings and Gasket to be changed to new set with 
same original dimension.  

7. It is very very important that sleeve type coupling are to be used for connection between suction and delivery 
pipe line. 

8. For Maintenance purpose provide minimum clearance as specified in the manual.  

9. It is essential that the drainage provided in the bearing bed should be free from clogging and ensure that all 
water drained away. Use minimum.2 J2"pipe as mentioned without more number of bends. Use both sides of the 
drains.  

10. Refer page 16 of the manual wherein the Impeller and Impeller nut is indicated as one part. Never replace 
Impeller alone without Impeller nut.  

11. Never buy Impeller separately from other parties. Impeller is very very important spare parts; it must be 
procured from us along with Impeller nut for satisfactory performance.  

12. The original spare is very very important and it is must for satisfactory performance. Never use non standard 
spare parts procured from other parties. Use genuine spare parts from us for all the components.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
CONSTRUCTION FEATURES AND MAINTENANCE TYPE' AR'  

1.0  GENERAL:  
 

This erection and operating manual should in all cases be read by your Engineers, before erection and 
start- up.  

We are not liable for any damage incurred, in case of failure to observe the instructions while erection 
and operation.  

Information in this manual applies to 'AR' Slurry pumps only and the instructions given are issued to 
assist our customers to install and operate their pumps, to obtain the best results.  

2.0  DESCRIPTION OF PUMP:  

2.1   Pump Name plate/Ordering of Spare parts:  

Every 'SAM' pump has a Name plate, giving the following details:  

Pump Type  
Serial Number 
Performance Data 
Motor Details etc.,  

While you correspond with us, for your requirement of spare parts or for any technical information, 
please quote the above details in your-letter.  

2.2   Construction Features:  
 
Type 'AR' Slurry pump is of robust design and heavy in construction, for such tough slurry application. 
Please refer the Sectional Drawing given at the end of this manual. The shaft of the pump is especially 
larger in diameter, to be free from deflection, while carrying pulley weight, belt tension loads and 
hydraulic loads. Shaft is supported by two spherical roller bearings and further a spherical rollar thrust 
bearing is provided to take care of the axial thrust, while working. Bearings along with the shaft, in turn, 
are mounted on the Bearing Housing, which is splitted into two halves (Part No.3). This Bearing 
Housing, along with Rotor Assembly, can be moved axially, to take care of the wear and tear. The whole 
Bearing Housing is mounted on the heavy pedestal (Part No.1) and tightened by two half round brackets 
(Part No.2).  

2.3   Wetted Parts Assembly:  

The slurry Pump consists of Twin casing arrangement. The Inner casing (Part No.1?) will be of replaceable 
type, which takes care of the entire wear and the outer casing (Part NO.15 and 20) is meant for 
withstanding the pressure loads and bolting arrangements for connecting the pipes. While the pump is 
working, the gap between the Inner casing and outer casing is filled up by the slurry and thus the pressure 
is balanced. The impeller is screwed on type and the power is transmitted through the heavy trapezoidal 
thread. This arrangement enables easy dismantling and assembling of the impeller.  

The Impeller is specially designed to handle maximum percentage of solids. All impellers are provided 
with rear vanes and front impeller ring (integral part of the Impeller), to maintain the close clearance in 
the front and rear Wear Plates (Part numbers 19 and 16). These Wear Plates are fitted on the side 
covers (Part NO.25 and 21). Provision is made to eliminate the Gland leakage by a centrifugal means a 
separate small impeller known as 'Expeller' (Part No.14) is provided in a Gland Housing Chamber (part 
No.9), which creates Suction Pressure on the packing side. Apart from this, Rear Vanes of the Impeller 
also create suction pressure on the packing. Therefore, leakage from the Casing to the atmosphere, 
through the Gland, is almost eliminated. However, to give cooling for the packing and also to avoid 
sedementation of the slurry in the Gland Housing, pressurized sealing water has to be given.  

 

 



 

 

2.4   Stuffing Box Assembly:  

For slurry, particularly Ash slurry applications, Lantern Ring is located to the far end, near the Expeller and 
thereafter 5/6 Numbers square packing of 20mm size. The provision of sealing water inlet will be given in the 
stuffing Box and outlet is not required, since this water can be mixed with slurry itself. In case the system does 
not permit the mixing of sealing water with the pumping liquid, the packing can be given in the position of 2x3 
and also outlet for the sealing water will be given, so that a maximum percentage of mixing of sealing water 
into the pumping liquid is avoided.  

The sealing water pressure should be maintained according to the delivery pressure, which will be intimated 
to the client at the time of quotation/execution stage itself.  

Pumps are fitted with high quality Gland packing, preferably Graphite. The most versatile design is followed to 
get more space between the Stuffing Box and Bearing Housing, which ease the removal as well as adding of 
packing, Gland is splitted into two halves. Care must be taken to avoid ever-heating of the gland. Also, Gland 
should not be over tightened, which may cause the burning of packing, which score on the shaft sleeve, there by 
absorbing more power. Since the pump is provided with Expeller, too much tightening of the gland is not called 
for. Preferably, flushing water should leak through the gland, drop by drop, to take away the heat generated.  

PTFE impregnated packing (PTS 732) of 'Turners'(manufactured by Hindustan Ferodo Limited) of 20mm size 
is to be used. Alternatively, style NO.1 094 'Champion' can also be used. If the water with which the slurry is 
formed for a neutral PH valve, 'Firefly' 21 special self-lubricating asbestos painted, non-metallic packing can 
be recommended.  

2.5   Bearing Assembly:  

Two numbers Spherical Roller Bearing and one number Spherical Roller Thrust Bearings are located on the 
Bearing Housing, which is of Horizontal Split type. This eases the checking of bearings, without disturbing the 
pipe lines. The assembly of the bearings also becomes very easy, since lesser force is required than the Single 
Bearing Housing, which will have the tight fit over the Housing as well as the Shaft. If non-split type Bearing 
Housing is provided, enormous force is required due to tight fit, which will, sometimes, lead to cracks on the 
Bearing Housing or the Bearings themselves. On the contrary, in case of split Bearing Housing, the Bearings 
are independently mounted on the shaft and the whole assembly of Bearings with the shaft is fitted on the 
Bearing Housing. In the joint Anabond super Gaskets are provided, which prevent the leakage of the oil to the 
atmosphere. Two steady pins are provided which ease the fit location of the Bearing Housing. The only 
precaution to be taken is that the Gasket should be maintained as per the original supply.  

When pumps leave our factory, oil is removed from the Bearing Housing. So, when the pump is installed, before 
running, the Bearing Housing has to be filled up with SAE 30 Grade or equivalent oil of standard manufacture. 
The oil should be filled up to the level of the oil sight gauge.  

There is a Breather provided and the holes should be cleaned free from dust, at regular intervals. The 
lubrication interval, i.e., the time between the successive changing of the oil is dependent on-a number of 
variable factors, namely, temperature, speed and the presence of foreign matter and so it is not possible to 
give definite recommendations, but the following table will serve as a guide for most applications:  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

LIGHT: 

Intermittent operation slow speed : 4000 working hours 

AVERAGE: 

Normal temperature, clean conditions : 3000 working hours 

SEVERE: 

High temperature, damp, 

Dusty conditions, High speed  : 1500 working hours 

It is not advisable to mix different types of oil, with out obtaining confirmation from makers, which will 
affect the lubricating properties and thereby resu8lting in premature failure of bearings. 

2.6   Bearing Housing Sealing:  

a) At drive end, the Bearing Housing is sealed by two numbers Oil Se<l/s, which are arranged back to 
back to prevent the entry of dust. Between the Oil Seals, grease should be provided at the time of bearing 
replacement or at the time of overhauling, so that the Outboard Oil Seal will be lubricated by grease. The 
Inboard Seal will be lubricated by the oil bath itself.  

b) At Impeller end also, one number Oil Seal is provided which runs over the Liquid Thrower (Refer Figure 
NO.2Part Number 11). The area of the Liquid Thrower, over which the oil se~1 runs, is chrome plated with 
hardness of 300-400 BHN. By this way, the grease formed due to oil seal is prevented. Further, the entry 
of slurry is prevented by Static as well as Dynamic Sealing. The dynamic sealing is achieved by Liquid 
Thrower itself, which gives a lay-Brinth action over the Inner Bearing Cap (Part No 06). The static sealing 
is achieved by providing 2 Nos. Packing which are also located in the inner Bearing Cap, tightened by 
Gland Ring (Part No.24). The area of the liquid thrower, over which the packing runs, is also chrome plated 
with 300-400 BHN hardness. Grease nipple is provided to lubricate the packing as well as to provide 
sealing for the entry of dirts.  

Bearings and Oil Seals used:  

Following Oil Seals/Bearings are used for different types of pumps  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
'0' RINGS CHART (NEOPRINE RUBBER CARD):  
 
PART NO. 
 
 03  

01  

02  

05  

06  

07  

08  

09  

010  

011  

 

LOCATION  
 
In between suction 
side wear plate and 
Suction cover  

Between suction 
and Bracket side 
cover with Outer 
casing.  

Between Inner Casing 
and Wear Plates.  

Between Gland Housing 
and Bracket side Wear 
Plate.  

Between Gland Housing 
and Bracket Side cover.  

Between Impeller and 
Impeller Nut.  

Between Delivery flange 
and Outer Casing.  

Between Impeller nut and 
Expeller  

Between Sleeve  
and Expeller  

Between Liquid  
Thrower and shaft.  

 

APPLICATION  
 
This '0' ring prevents the 
entry of atmospheric air 
inside the pump and also 
by-passing of slurry from 
the outer casing to the 
suction.  

This '0' Ring prevents  
the leakage of Slurry  
from the Outer Casing, 
which is under pressure 
to the atmosphere.  

This '0' Ring prevents  
the internal circulation 
between Inner Casing and 
outer casing. If this  
'0' Ring does not perform 
properly, pre-matured 
failure of Inner Casing  
and wear plates .will result.  

This 'O'Ring prevents  
the flow of slurry from the 
Outer Casing to the Expeller 
zone or vice versa.  

This prevents leakage of the 
slurry from the Outer  
Casing to the atmosphere.  

This '0' ring prevents  
the entry of slurry into the Impeller 
and hence the slurry does  
not touch the shaft at all.  

This '0' Ring prevents 
the leakage of  
slurry to the atmosphere.  

This '0' Ring prevents  
the shaft away from the slurry.  

This '0' Ring also prevents the 
shaft away from the slurry.  

This '0' Ring prevents  
the entry of slurry into the 
Bearing Housing. 



3.0  ERECTION OF THE PUMP:  

3.1   Foundation and Alignments:  

The foundation of the slurry pumps is subject to several loads, like Suction and Delivery 
pipe Loads, Dynamic Load of the revolving parts, Belt Pull and Static Load. To 
withstand these loads the foundation has to be casted. To cast the foundation, just the 
dimension of GAD and Foundation Drawings are to be followed, which will be submitted 
at the time of execution itself.  

In case of direct coupled pumps, pumps and motors are to be mounted on a common 
Base Plate. Care should be taken, so that the Foundation Bolts are not tightened too 
much, which will in turn distort the Base Plate and result in mis - alignment. After even-
tightening of the Foundation Bolts, the coupling alignment has  
to be checked up. Even if there is small mis-alignment in the Couplings, it will lead to 
hike in bearing temperature and pre-mature failure of the same. After the alignment, 
the Shaft should be free to rotate. After doing the above work, the Suction and Delivery 
Pipes are to be connected and again alignment of the Couplings is to be checked up.  

In case of Belt Driven pumps, pump pulley end should touch the pump shaft step and 
duly be arrested by the tie rod, by using tappings provided at the centre of the Shaft. In 
the same manner, the Motor Pulley (Vari Pitch Pully has to be fitted on the Motor shaft, 
which should also touch the shaft step and duly be arrested by the tie rods. After putting 
the Belts, see that the belts are exactly ·at the centre line with respect to both the pulley. 
By utilizing tensioning bolts of the Motor Slide Rail, the motor can be moved and proper 
tightening of the belts is achieved.  
 
3.2   Pipings:  

a) Suction Piping:  
 
The pipe line should be properly supported, so that no pipe thrust should be exerted on 
the pump. The suction piping should be as short and direct, as possible, with minimum 
number of bends. Care must be taken, so that the joints of the pipes are absolutely' air 
tight and also sound piping should only be used. If suction pipe is not proper, there is a 
possibility of entry of air into the suction piping, causing vibration of the pump, 
abnormal sound and also less capacity. The suction pipe line should be horizontal or 
raised continuously all the way to the pump. The sump should be free from wastes, 
that is, the solids or particles in the sump should not be bigger than the size what was 
committed at the time of placement of order. In general Strainer is not recommended 
for slurry application. Around Suction piping, inside the sump, no disturbance should 
be allowed in the form of vertes or jetting. If at all, any make up water or jetting is called 
for the system, it should be as much away from the suction intake as possible, as per 
the standard practice.  

b) Delivery Pipe:  

 
In any case the Delivery Pipe should not be closed for longer periods while running. At 
the time of starting only, the Delivery Valve should be closed. Proper venting should be 
given to release the air also.  



c) Suction and Delivery Pipes should be started independently and due to this no 
load should be exerted on the pump.  

4.0  OPERATION:  

Before starting the pump, for the first time, special attention should be paid to the 
following points:- 
 
i) If the pump is of direct coupled arrangement on a common Base Plate, ·remove the 
coupling pins and check the direction of rotation of the running motor. Since the 
Impeller is screwed on type, if the pump is run in a different direction than that marked 
in the pedestal, the Impeller will unwind and create serious damage to the pump. This is 
a very important precaution. Similarly, in the event of Belt Driven Pump, remove all the 
belts and check the direction of rotation of the motor.  

ii) Do not run the pump in a dry condition, under any circumstance.  

iii) The pump Bearing Housing is designed for oil lubrication. Before despatch of the 
pump, the oil is, removed at our factory. Therefore, before running the pump, fill up with 
oil of grade as specified separately, up to the oil sight gauge.  

iv)  Near the Front Bearing (Impeller side) a Gland Packing arrangement is provided 
with oil seals, to prevent the entry of any outside liquid into the Bearing housing. This 
requires small amount of grease sealing.  

v) Connect Flushing water under pressure for the purpose of flushing the gland and 
lubricating the same. The Lantern Ring can be positioned on the basis of O.L.5 or 
alternatively 2L3. This will be indicated on the Stuffing Box. Connect flushing water 
accordingly, before starting the pump.  

vi)  Check the gland nuts and it should be finger tight only  

vii) Check the freeness of the Shaft.  

viii) Check the alignment of the Belts, if the pump is Belt Driven, or if it is Direct 
Coupled, take extra care in aligning the couplings as specified elsewhere in this 
manual. Open the Suction Valve and allow the liquid in the case of flooded suction 
pump.  

ix) Keep the Delivery Valve 3/4 closed.  

x) Open the Suction Valve to allow the liquid to system.  

xi) After checking the above points, start and run the same for one or two minutes and 
again stop the same.  

xii) Since the Impeller is screwed on type, there will be a chance for getting tightened, 
while running in the correct direction. Due to tightening of the Impeller, a clearance 
between the Impeller and Bracket Side Wear Plate may be reduced or rubbing may 
take place. So, check up again the freeness of the Shaft. If it is not free and if it is 
rubbing over the rear wear plates, move the Impeller towards the Suction Side or vice 
versa, to get free rotation of the shaft(Only once during commissioning)  



xiii) After starting, again check up the duty requirements.  

xiv)  Check up daily during operation of the pump.  

1. Check the oil level at regular intervals.  
2. Check the bearing Temperature.  
3. Check the Gland leakage. It is in the event slurry leakage is observed, stop the 

pump immediately.  
4. Check seal water line so that the required pressure and flow is maintained.  
5. Observe if any abnormal sound from the casing as well as in the Bearing 

Housing.  
6. Keep the record of all the information.  
 
If the pumps are in series keep all the delivery valve in 1/4 open before starting the pump. No 
moment the first pump is started, within one or two minute open the delivery valve fully.' within 
next one or two minutes start the IInd and IIIrd pump. Now, do not allow more time gap between 
the pump starting.  

4.1 Stopping the Pump:  

First stop the IIIrd and IInd pump in the series. Now close the final delivery valve at once. 
Now without any delay within a minute stop the first pump. After this, open the seal 
flushing line allow the flushing water to flow the IIIrd, IInd and lst pump so that all the 
slurry go back to the sump through the Sucti0!:l valve. This flushing should continue for 
15 minutes, now at the stage close the suction valve and after this stop flushing and as 
we1I as seal water line. This type of operation improves the life of pump components. 
Further pump is now ready for again starting. Follow the same procedure as above while 
re-starting the pump. 

5.0  DISMANTLING PROCEDURE  

Procedure for dismantling the Impeller in the event of changing a new 
Impeller: 

i) Remove the Suction pipe connection.  
 
ii) Loosen the Delivery Flange Bolts.  
 
iii) Remove the front suction cover sub-assembly (consisting of part Nos.70, 21 and 
19). After removing the nuts marked in the drawing, there is no need for removing the 
Suction Cover (part No.21) from the flange suction cover (part number70). This sub-
assembly can be dismantled only in the event of changing the suction side wear plate 
(part number 19).  
 
iv) After removing the above, you will find '0' Ring on the Suction Side Cover, which is 
to be preserved carefully.  
 
v) The Impeller is now visible.  
 
vi) Remove the Delivery Flange (part No.23) from the outer casing (part No.20). 
Remove the Inner and Outer Casing Assembly (part Nos. 17, 15 and 20), after 



removing the Nuts from the Bracket Side Cover (part No.25). 
 
vii) Give a Lever of sufficient diameter and length between the vanes of the Impeller 
(Inside the Suction Bore of the Impeller), thereby preventing the rotation of the same. . 
 
viii) Now rotate the pump pulley (if it is Belt Driven) in the opposite direction, as that of 
normal running direction, by hand. This process will make the Impeller to unwind from 
the shaft at the same time to come out towards the operator standing before.  
 
ix) Stop in the middle and provide proper holding, before further unwinding, so that the 
Impeller will come out and hang on the holding. The above procedure is to be adopted 
in the reverse fashion for assembling.  
 
x) To remove the Inner Casing (Part No.17), the Fasteners provided for tightening of 
the Outer Casing (part Nos.20 and 15) are to be loosened and the same can be 
separated. A gasket is provided between two halves, to withstand the pressure. While 
assembly also, care must be taken to see that the gaskets of the same thickness is 
used.  
 
xi) By loosening the Nuts, which is fixed on the Bearing Bed (part No.1), the Bracket 
Cover (part No.25) along with the Bracket Side Wear Plate (part No.16) can be 
removed outside.  
 
xii) Now, after removing the Impeller, Expeller (part No.14) can be taken out and '0' 
Rings whatever visible are to be preserved carefully. After removing the Expeller, Gland 
Housing (part No.9) can be taken outside. Now the Shaft Sleeve also can be removed 
very easily.  
To remove the Assembly a special type equipment is required (in this connection 
please refer figureNo.3).  

6.0  FLUSHING OF OUTER CASING:  

During the pump operation with slurry, the gap between Inner Casing and Outer Casing 
will lead to sedemented slurry particles. In the event of pump being not operated, the 
slurry particles will be collected at the bottom of the Outer Casing and hence flushing is to 
be carried out. At the delivery side of the pump, before the Delivery Valve, a by-pass is to be 
provided with 2" Gate Valve. Provision is to be given for supplying pure water under 
pressure of 5 Kg/cm2. At intervals, the Suction and Delivery Gate Valves are to be closed 
and the water under pressure is to be injected through this flushing system after opening 
the drain plate, provided at the front door of the pump.  

While flushing, the following procedures are to be adopted: 

 i) Close the Delivery valve.  
ii) Close the Suction Valve.  
iii) Remove Drain Plate at the bottom of the front door, and start flushing the   
pump.  
iv) Open 2" by-pass valve.  
 
 



 
v) Now the liquid pass through the Outer Casing and flush, away all slurry 
particles through the drain.  
 vi) In the event of stopping of pump for maintenance, flushing is to be carried out.  

7.0  IMPELLER:  

Impellers are supplied along with Impeller Nut (Part No.38), as one unit and inseparable 
combination. This Impeller nut aids the removal of material, while carrying out dynamic 
balancing. Please do not separate this Impeller Nut from the main Impeller on any case. 
While ordering, always indicate the part numbers of the components and the serial 
number of the pump.  

8.0  WORKING PRINCIPLE OF VARI PITCH PULLEY:  

Most of the Process Industries use pumps, driven by directly coupled motors. Pump 
head requirements are met by changing the standard Impeller diameter. When abrasive 
handling slurry pumps are to be used, this practice is no longer possible and the method 
of varying speed is called for. If a pump is directly coupled to motor, the pump head is 
determined by the motor speed. If the motor speed is fixed, the only way to alter the 
developed head is to change the impeller diameter. Due to abrasive action, the wear on 
the Impeller takes place and this results in alter, i.e., reduction in head for a particular 
capacity.  

To avoid this, in fixed speed installation, the pump is usually at a higher speed than the 
duty requirement, to allow drop in performance, as parts wear. This means that pumps 
are running faster that at the optimum speed. Again wear takes place, performance 
drops below the duty requirement and replacement of impeller becomes necessary even 
though it may not be fully worn out.  

In the vari pitch pulley driven pump installation, pumps run at optimum designed speed. 
As wear takes place, performance drops as before. However, instead of replacing the 
Impeller all that is needed is a simple change to alter the vari pitch pulley, to increase the 
speed and restore the design duty. This means that the Impeller can be used until it is 
severely worn before final replacement becomes necessary. This will reduce 
maintenance/ inventory cost during operation of the pump.  

8.1   Operation of Vari Pitch Pulley:  

(Refer Drawing No.201 O~a6and its Part List). In the Vari Pitch Pulley, Belts run over the 
tappered Pulley Plates (part No.1). Tappered angle of the plates suits only 'D' Section 
Belts. To get different speeds, the PCD of the vari pitch pulley should be altered. To get 
this alteration, the pulley plates are to be moved axially, so that the gap between the 
tappered portion is altered, thus either Belt is run at the edge of the tapper or inner side 
of the tapper which gives the alter in PCD. At the same time, the plate should be held 
properly and tightened to withstand the Belt Pressure. To achieve this, all the plates are 
keyed on to the longitudinal M.S.Sleeve which is going to be mounted (part No.6) and 
this can be properly fixed on the sleeve by tightening the  
 



Clamping Bolt (part No.10). The pulley plates are to be held by 8 Nos. Studs (part No.4). Out 
of 8 studs, 4 consecutive studs are mounted through the split Ring (part No.6). Remaining 4 
Nos. starts from the last plate near the Split Ring. The pulley Plates are in such a way drilled 
on a particular PCO to 8 Nos. and the consecutive 4 Nos. have the drill size of the same stud 
00 (part No.4) and other consecutive holes will have the drill size to hold the bush (part 
No.3), which are galvanised. 8 Nos. studs are tightened and locked by the other end by 
returning Plate of part No.7 (refer diagram).  

The end of the studs, though threaded, will have key way and the same is arrested by the pin, 
on the retaining plate, so that the same will enable tightening or loosening of the Lock Nuts 
(part No.9) and the Retaining Plates will move the Studs longitudinally and prevent the 
revolving motion.  

8.2   While tightening, consecutive 4 studs (part No.4), by Lock Nuts (part No.9), the studs will 
move longitudinally. This longitudinal motion results in longitudinal movement of Pulley Plates 
by Bushes (part No.3). Other consecutive bolts can also be moved longitudinally by the use of 
other consecutive 4 Nos. studs. This longitudinal motion of the Plates results in increase or 
decrease of the Gap in tapper portion and thereby increase or decrease in the PCO of the vari 
pitch pulley.  

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

BEARING ASSEMBLY WITH 29426E  BEARING ASSEMBLY WITH 29426M                                     
BEARING      BEARING 

 
 Pump  Models  AR 250/650,   AR 300/650,               Pump   Model   AR 250/650,   AR 300/650,      

AR 300/650B, AR 300/750, AR 300/750 A   AR 300/650 B, AR 300/750, AR 300/750 A 
and  AR 300/750 B    fitted    with     29426   and  AR 300/750  B  are  fitted  with  29426 
Bearing of  ZKL  make as per our  standard   Bearing of  ZKL  make  as  per our standard  
design.  Whenever  it   is    required   to  use   design.  Whenever   it   is   required   to  use  
29426 E  Bearing  of    SKF,  it   should   be   29426 M   Bearing   of  ZKL,  it   should  be  
assembled with the Bearing collar as per the   assembled with the Bearing collar as per the  
dimensions  indicated.  The  Bearing  collar   dimensions   indicated. The   Bearing  collar  
material  should  be  of MS / CI. The fitment  material  should   be of MS / CI. The fitment 
position of  the  Bearing  collar  should be as  position  of  the  Bearing  collar should be as 
shown below:                                                              shown below:    

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
BEARING ASSEMBLY WITH 29422 E BEARING 

 
 

Pump Models AR – 200 / 500, AR – 200 / 600, AR – 150 / 680, AR – 200 / 550 are fitted with 
29422 Bearing of ZKL Make as per our standard design. Whenever it is required to use 29422 E 
Bearing of SKF, it should be assembled with the Bearing Collar as per the dimensions indicated. 
The Bearing Collar Material should be of MS / CI. The fitment position of the Bearing Collar 
should be as shown below: 

 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 



 
 
 



 

PART LIST 
 

V.P.PULLEY 

S. NO. PART NAME MAT. QTY/ 
PULLEY 

 
CI 
 
Steel 
 
En-8 
 
En-8 
 
En-8 
 
M.S. 
 
En-8 
 
M.S. 
 
M.S. 
 
M.S. 
 
En-8 
 
En-8 
 
En-8 

 
Pulley Plate 

 
Sleeve 

 
Bush 

 
Long Stud 

 
Retaining Bolt 

 
Ring 

 
Retaining Plate 

 
Hex. Nuts 

 
Lock Nuts 

 
Clamping Bolt 

 
Key for Motor Shaft 

 
Key for Sleeve 

 
Short Stud 

 
 

NOTE: n = number of V-Grooves. 
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3. 
 

4. 
 

5. 
 

6. 
 

7. 
 

8. 
 

9. 
 

10. 
 

11. 
 

12. 
 

13. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
nx2 
 
1 
 
nx8 
 
4 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
24 
 
8 
 
1 
 
1 
 
2 
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